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Significant Findings

This paper further supports the evidence that remote sensing of soil moisture from space

is possible with passive sensors at L-band and that synthetic aperture radiometry is a

viable technology for making this measurement.
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ABSTRACT

During the Southern Great Plains experiment, the synthetic aperture radiometer,

ESTAR, mapped L-band brightness temperature over a swath about 50 km wide and

about 300 km long extending west from Oklahoma City to El Reno and north from the

Little Washita River watershed to the Kansas border. ESTAR flew on the NASA P-3B

Orion aircraft at an altitude of 7.6 km and maps were made on 7 days between July 8-20,

1999. The brightness temperature maps reflect the patterns of soil moisture expected

from rainfall and are consistent with values of soil moisture observed at the research sites

within the SGP99 study area and with previous measurements in this area. The data add

to the resources for hydrologic modeling in this area and are further validation of the

technology represented by ESTAR as a potential path to a future mission to map soil

moisture globally from space.
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ABSTRACT

Durin, _ the Southern Great Plains experiment, the synthetic aperture radiometer, ESTAR, mapped

L-band brightness ternperature over a swath about 50 km wide and about 300 kin long extending west

from Oklahoma City to El Reno and north from the Little Washita River watershed to the Kansas border.

ESTAR flew on the NASA P-3B Orior_ aircraft at an altitude of 7.6 km and maps were made on 7 day, s

betxveen July 8-20, 1999. The brightness temperature maps reflect the patterns of soil moisture expected

from rainfall and are corlsistent with values of soil moisture observed at the research sites within the

SGP99 study area and with previous measurements in this mea. The data acid to the resources for

hydrologic modeling in this area and are further validation of the technology represented by' ESTAR as a

potet_tial path to a future mission to map soil moisture globally from space.

INTRODUCTION

The Southern Great Plains (SGP) experiment in July, 1999, was one of several recent experiments

in Oklahoma designed to gain insight into passive techniques for future remote sensing of soil moisture



from space[1-4]. The participationof ESTAR (ElectronicallyScannedThinnedArray Radiometer)in

theseexperimentsis significant becauseESTAR representsan emergingremote sensingtechnology,

calledaperturesynthesis,with thepotentialto enablethemeasurementof soil moisturefrom space.The

measurementof soil moisture from spacepresentsa significant technologicalchallengebecausethe

measurementis optimally done at the long wavelength end of the microwave spectrum. Long

wavelengthspermitpenetrationinto thesoil andmitigatetheeffectsof roughnessandvegetationcanopy.

The window at 1.4 GHz (L-band) set aside tot passive use appear,; to be a good compromise between

sensitivity to soil moisture and other issues such as Faraday rotation in the ionosphere and antenna size

[5,6]. However, the antennas required in orbit to achieve good spatial resolution are large. Pot example,

to obtain resolution of 10 km at 1.4 GHz would require an antenna tnore than 15 tneters in diameter at 800

kin altitude [7].

Although progress is being made on engineering isstles associated with putting a large L-band

radiometer in space for remote sensing [7-11 ], the reality in the near term is a sensor at C-band such as the

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) scheduled to be flown on the NASA satellite

AQUA and the Japanese satellite ADEOS-II. The focus of SGP99 was to provide information on remote

sensing of soil moisture at C-band [12] with a connection to previous work at L-band. ESTAR

participated to provide soil moisture maps, to provide a bridge to past experiments in this area, and to

continue research to validate the technology of aperture synthesis for remote sensing from space. This

paper will present examples of the images (maps) made by ESTAR together with a comparison of

measured brightness temperature with surface soil moisture.

" - ESTAR

Aperture synthesis is an interferometric technology designed to address the problem of putting large

apertures in space [7,9-10]. ESTAR is a prototype instrument designed to develop the technology for



passivemicrowaveremotesensinganddemonstrateits applicabilityto the measurementof soil moisture.

ESTAR is a hybrid thatusesrealapertureto obtainresolutionalongtrackandsyntheticapertureto obtain

resolutionacrosstrack [13-14]. ESTAR operatesin theL-bandwindow centeredat 1.413GHz reserved

for passiveuse. It imagesat horizontalpolarizationandformsanimagein the equivalentof across-track

scan. The scanis actuallyperformedin softwareas part of tile processingthat forms the synthesized

beam[13]. The synthesizedbeamhashalf-powerbeamwidth at nadirof about_+4.5degrees;however,

smoothinggenerallyis employedin theESTARimagesto reducethe :ddelobcs.The bcamwidth of the

smoothedbeamis about+6.5 degrees at nadir. This corresponds to a resolution of about 1.7 km at an

altitude of 7.6 km.

The 1999 Southern Great Plains experiment (SGP99) was designed to gain insight into the

performance of instruments that will be awtilable in the near ftlture for remote scp, sing of soil moisture

from space. In particular, passive remote sensing data at C-band will soon be available fro_.n space with

instruments such as the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR). Experience with remote

sensing of soil moisture at L-band has been obtained using airborne sensors [1,2,15-16-_1 bul little data

exists on the retrieval of soil moisture from space using C-band. In the more dislant future, remote

sensing at L-band will be possible lrom space when the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS)

mission being developed in Europe for the European Space Agency (ESA) is launched [10,17-18]. The

L-band radiometer on SMOS will be a synthetic aperture radiometer, the same technology as employed in

ESTAR, but with antennas arranged in a "Y" configuration [17-18].

ESTAR has mapped soil moisture in the vicinity of the SGP99 sludy area in the past. ESTAR

mapped the Little Washita watershed in 1!)92 [1,13] and mapped the current study area in 1997 during an

experiment called SGP97 [2]. The goal for ESTAR during SGP99 was to provide data to study soil



moistureretrieval at L-band, to provide continuity with the previousexperimentsin this areaand to

provideanoverviewof soil moisturein thestudyareafor comparisonwith observationsatC-band.

EXPERIMENT

The SGP99experimenttook placein Oklahoma,westof OklahomaCity at the samesite usedin

SGP97 (seeFigures 1-2 in [2]). This area is among the best instrumentedsites in the world for

monitoring soil moisture. It includestheUnited StatesDepartmentof Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural

Research Serx, ice (ARS) facilities within tile Little Washita Ri,,e, wate:,,;hed (LW), the ARS grass land

research facility at El Reno (ER) and the ARM CART Central Facility (CF) near Lamonl, OK. In

general, this is an area of gently rolling hills with a transition from grasses in the south to winter wheat in

the north. Specifically, the Little Washita River watershed (south) is mostly rangeland and pasture (63%)

with the remainder being mostly winter wheat with a mixture of other crops. The ARS facility at El Reno

(ER) consists of grasslands that range from winter wheat to natural prairie. The fields selected for soil

moisture sampling at the Central Facility (CF) are a mixture of grass and winter wheat.

Figt]re 1 shows the lines flown by ESTAR during the Southern Great Plains experiment. The flight

plan consisted of 4 parallel straight lines extending from the Little Washita Watershed in the soulh to the

Kansas border at the northern end. Two short east-west lines in lhe vicinity of Oklahoma City (OKC)

were added to compensate for RFI experienced by ESTAR when it flew in a north-south direction pasl

Oklahoma City. Orienting the instrument in an east-west direction uses the along--track antenna pattern

(real aperture) of the ESTAR antennas to reduce the effects of RFI coming from OKC. These additional

lines were necessary to insure coverage of the ground sites at El Reno. All of the flight lines were at an

altitude of 7.6 km (25 kft.). The flight lines were flown in numerical order and in alternate directions,

beginning at the northern end of line 1 (flying north-to-south) and then continuing with the southern end

of line 2 and flying south-to-north, l_ine 5 was flown east-to-west and line 6 was flown west-to-east. The



flight planalsoincludedalow altitudepass(300m) overLake Kaw locatedat aboutlatitude36.7N and

just eastof line 7. This provideda freshwater sourcefor calibration. It was flown at the end of the

missionaftercompletionof line 7 on thereturnto OKC.

ESTAR arrivedin OklahomaonJuly 7, 1999and flew mappingmissionson July 8, 9, 11, 14, t5,

19and20. The aircraftwasdownon July 10by designandwasdown againon July 12-13and 16-18

with mechanicalproblems. ESTAR alsoexperiencedsomeproblemsduring the experiment. The zero

baseline(total power)channelwaslost onportionsof July9 andall of July I 1duc to failure of avoltage

regulatorcausedby metalfatigue. Therewerealsointermittentproblemswith thedatasystemthatcaused

somesmall lossof data. ESTAR hasadditionaltotal powerchannelsthat canbeusedasbackupfor the

failedzerospacingchannel.Thesearenoisierandnot aswell calibratedastile noiseinjectionradiometer

normallyusedfor this data. They wereusedto reconstructthe ESTAR datafor July I 1 for usein the

imagesbuttheywerenot usedill thequantitativecomparisonwith surfacemeasurements.A summaryof

the mission is given in Table I. The period of the experiment(July 8-20) was largely dry with the

exceptionof a largestormonnight of July 10.

RESULTS

Figure2 showsthe ESTAR brightnesstemperaturemap for July 15. This is typical of the maps

madeby ESTARduringSGP99andis representativeof a studyareathatwasmoist to the northwest(cool

colors)andvery dry in theextremesoutheast(warmcolors). Thepreviousmajorrainfall occurredseveral

daysearlieron theeveningof July 10but largelymissedthesoutheastcornerof thestudyarea.Themap

is superimposedon the major waterwaysin the area. Thesearc the ArkansasRiver in the north, the

CimarronRiver in the middle andthe CanadianRiver southof OklahomaCity (triangle labeledOKC).

Note Lake Kaw in thenortheastcornerof tile map. This is wherethewater calibrationof ESTAR was

doneafter eachday's flight. Evidenceof the tour north-south lines can be seen al the top and bottom of
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the imagein Figure 2. The east-westlinesover E1Renoareevident in the indentationsin the mapat

about35.5N latitude. Thedarkspotsin thesouthwestcornerof themaparesmall bodiesof water (cold

brightnesstemperatures). The rectanglesindicatethe siteswheremeasurementsof soil moisturewere

made(discussionto follow below).

Making ESTARbrightnesstemperaturemapsinvolvesseveralsteps.Thedatais filtered to remove

spuriouspoints suchasspikesdueto radiofrequencyinterference(RFI) and then the raw voltagesare

calibrated. ESTAR uses internal noi_;cdiodes to inaintain :;tability and correct for phaseand gain

variations[13]; absolutecalibrationis achievedusing"warm" and"cold" loadsin amannersimilar to that

of conventional radiometers. The wmm load used by ESTAR is a blackbody. A box of absorber is

observed on the ground before and afler each flight and the anechoic chamber at Goddard is used before

and after each mission. The cold load is a body of water observed in flight. In SGP99 the Atlantic Oeeai'l

was observed before and after the mission and Lake Kaw (near Ponca City) was used while in Oklahoma.

For the data presented here, absolute calibration was done using data collected over the Atlantic Ocean

near the NASA Wallops Flight Cenler after the return from Oklahoma. The ocean calibrations done

before and after the mission appear to be superior in that they were less contaminated by land than lhe

lake data. Also, a ship was at the ocean site to provide accurate measurements of salinity and

temperature. The blackbody data collected in the anechoic chamber at the Goddard Space Flight Center

was used here. In developing calibration coefficients, a correction is made for atmospheric and cosmic

background radiatien in data collected over the ocean. But in the results presented in the figures to follow

no correction has been made for the physical temperature of the surface nor for down welling or

upwellingradiation. ._

Given the calibration, the next step is to generate images. First the transformation is made from

Fourier space to brightness temperature as a ftmction of incidence angle. This is done separately for each
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crosstrack scan using the impulse response of the instrument as measured before the experiment in the

laboratory [13,19]. Each scan is geolocated using GPS and topographic maps to indicate position and

using the aircraft data system to indicate aircraft attitude (pitch, roll and yaw). Next, the data are

corrected for incidence angle. This is done by averaging along track to determine the mean change with

incidence angle and correcting for the measured roll-off (brightness temperature at horizontal polarization

decreases with incidence angle). The roll-off correction also removes artifacts such as a Gibb's

phenomena which often remain from tile original imagc rccon:_truction. Next. each geolocated alJd

corrected ESTAR cross track scan is mapped to a cartesian grid on the surface. The brightness

temperatures in any boxes in the grid that were mapped more than once (e.g. by ac[jacent flight lines) arc

averaged. Finally, a linear interpolation is done to fill small gaps left, for example, from the removal of

RFI. Large gaps, such as are evident at the top and bottom of Figure 2 and adjacent Io Oklahoma City,

are not smoothed.

Figure 3 is a sequence of all the images made in SGP99 (July 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 19 and 201). The

images on July 8 and 9 were made at the beginning of the experiment and are represemative of a

relatively dry study area. A large rain event (over 100 mm of rain at E1 Reno) occurred on the evcning of

July 10. Most of the study area received rain with the exception of the southeast corner. The effect of

this exception can be seen in the brightness temperature in the lower right-hand corner of the images

which continues to increase from July 9 to 20. In contrast, the remainder of each image shows a decrease

in brightness temperature after the rain event. There was no further rain during the experiment and this is

reflected in the maps for July 14-20 which show a progressive increase in brightness temperature

indicative of drying in.the study area. In the map for July 20 the moisture associated with the network of

rivers is evident. Also, evidence of the Cimarron River and Canadian River can be seen in the maps for

July 9 and 15 (near the center).
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To obtain a more quantitativeevaluationof the images,a comparisonhasbeenmadewith soil

moisturemeasuredat severalsiteswithin the areamappedby ESTAR. From north-to-souththesesites

are the Central Facility (CF), the USDA researchfacility at El Reno (ER) and the Little Washita

watershed(LW). Therectanglesin Figure2 representtheouterperimeterof thesiteswheresamplingwas

done. The actualsamplingwasdonein fields distributedwithin the areaindicatedby the boxes. Given

thatthe resolutionof themicrowavemeasurements(about 1km) wascomparableto thesizeof the fields

sampled,it wouldbeunreliableto makeafield by field comparison.Hence,acolnparisonhasbeenmade

of theaveragevalueof ESTAR brightnesstemperaturewithin eachbox with the averagevalueof all the

soil moisturesamplestakenthatday within lhat box.As Callbeseenill theboxaroundtheLittle Washita

River watershed(bottombox in Figure 2), there is somevariationwithin the areato be averaged.This

variationreflectsreal featureswithin this area(differencesin soil moisture,soil propertieso: landcover)

and an attempt wasmadein the distribution of surfacesamplingto representthesedifferences. The

average brightness temperatures were checked and averages with a large standard deviation (greater than

Also, boxes with few ESTAR observations were eliminated. Finally, the dala for

the substitute zero-spacing channel, were not used since lhis represents an

7 K) were eliminated.

July 11, which used

unvalidated algorithm.

The results are shown in Figures 4-7. Figure 4 is a scatter plot showing the average brightness

temperature plotted against average soil moisture for each of the three areas. Notice that, with the

exception of the two points for which _l't_ < 260K (recorded on July 15 at the CF and ER sites), the range

of soil moisture encountered during the experiment was small and confined to relatively dry soil.

Unfortunately, the effect of the rainfall event on Julyl0 is not represented in the data. The rain event

itself was missed due to equipment problems (see Table I) and reliable data were not collected until July

14, four days after the storm.



Figures5-7 showa comparisonof the data collected in 1999 with data collected under very similar

conditions during the Southern Great Plains experiment in 1997 (SGP97). The flight plan for the ESTAR

instrument and the surface sampling were similar in SGP97. Lake Kaw and post flight blackbody

measurements were used for calibration in 1997. Five lake overflights were selected which appeared to

have minimum contamination by land. The five scenes gave slightly different brightness temperatures,

and it was decided to use the average value obtained from the five cases for this comparison. Again, the

data are raw brightness temperature with no cerrection for physical temperature of the surface nor for

upwelling or downwelling background radiation. These data are plotted with the data from SGP99 as

solid symbols in Figures 5-7,

Figure 5 shows the data collected at the Central Facility (CF). The open squares are data collected

during SGP99 and the closed squares are data for SGP97. The data plotted here are averages for each

day. The ESTAR brightness temperature is the average for each of lhe boxes shown in Figure :2 for each

day. The soil moisture (volumetric soil moisture) is the average of all the measurements made on a given

day within each of the respective boxes. The range of soil moisture encountered in SGP99 is clearly less

in SGP97; however, the trend (slope) is similar. The extreme wdues observed in 1999 are cot_sistent with

the dry conditions encountered during SGP99.

Figure 6 shows the scatter plot of brightness temperature against soil moisture for the Little Washita

River watershed (LW). The open circles are ,'he average values for each day obtained during SGP99 and

the closed circles are for SGP97. Again, notice that the trends are consistent and notice the drier

conditions in 1999.

Figure 7 shows the data collected at the E1 Reno site (ER). The open triangles are daily averages

for SGP99 and the closed triangles are for SGP97. Again, the drier extremes that were encountered

during SGP99 are evident. But, in this case, there appears to be a difference in the trend (TB vs soil
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moisture)for theSGP99andSGP97data.Thereasonfor thisdifferenceis notclear. However,thetrend

isclearly dependentupononepoint (theopentrianglewith TB_ 255K,observedonJuly 15),

With theexceptionof threedata,thestandarddeviationof theESTARaveragesin SGP99is 3-5K.

Thethreepoints (two in theLW andonein ER)hadstandarddeviationsof 6-7. Onepoint on July 14in

ER wasdroppedbecauseof a very high standarddeviation(9K). The standarddeviationis combination

of instrumentnoiseandvariationsof surfacecharacteristicswithin thesitesdefinedbytheboxesin Figure

• "c_ateL,_,,eu(LW) andthe2. The largerstandarddeviationstendedto be associated with the Little Washita ..... _ j

smallest (3K) with the Central Facility

parameters at the sites that influence TB.

(CF), which is consistent with the variation of land surface

Finally, in 1999, there were no data for the Central Facility for

July 14 and there were no ESTAR data over El Reno on July 8.

CONCLUSIONS

The L-band measurements of brightness temperature made by' ESTAR during the Southern Great

Plains experiment in 1999 reflect the spatial and temporal patterns of soil moisture within the study area.

The data compare well with previous obserwltions made earlier during SGP97 under very similar

conditions. The data presented here are raw brightness temperature. The effects c_f surface temperacurc

and background radiation have not been removed. Since SGP99 and SGP97 were conducted ander very

similar conditions (time of day, time of year. air temperature) it is felt that such a comparison is justified.

However, for more extensive comparison, emissivity should be used.
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TABLE I: FLIGHT SUMMARY

DATE FLIGHT WATER BB TEMP COMMENT

JULY, 1999 LINE CAL K

7 Transit Ocean WFF --+ OKC

8 Nominal Lake Kaw 95

9 Nominal ...... 95

10 i

1
11

NF problem

(line 3 to end)

Rain (PM);

Scheduled down dav___

NF failed 1
12 Down: P-3 window I

Nominal

13 Down: P-3 window

14

15

16

17

Nominal

Nominal

Lake Kaw

Lake Kaw

91.5

87

Down: P-3 wing ....

Down: P-3 wing ........
1

18 _ Down: P-3 wing_ ............i

19 Nominal Lake Kaw 90 i

20 Nominal Lake Kaw i
t

21 _ Transit OKC_WFF t

14



FIGURECAPTIONS

Figure 1: TheESTAR flight linesduringSGP99.Thelineswereflown in numericalorderbeginningin

thenorthwestcornerwith line 1which wasflown north-to-south.Next wasline2 which wasflown

south-to-north.

Figure2: ESTARimagefor July 15,1999.

theCimarronRiver andtheCanadianRiver.

Theriversshownarefi'omtop to bottom,the ArkansasRiver,

Therectanglesindicatethesurfacesiteswhere

measurementsof soil moistureweremade.Theyare(topto bottom): CentralFacility (CF), the ARSsite

at El Reno(ER) andtheLittle WashitaRiver watershed(LW). Therectanglesaretheareasusedto

computetheaverageESTARbrightnesstemperature.

Figure3: Sequenceof ESTAR imagesfrom SGP99.Significantrainoccurredon theeveningof July t0

Figure4: Scatterplot showingaverageESTARbrightnesstemperatureandaveragesoil moisturefbr each

of thethreesitesduringSGP99(CF= square;LW = circle; ER= triangle)

Figure5: Scatterplot showingaverageESTARbrightnesstemperatureandaveragesoil moisturefbr the

CentralFacility. Opensymbolsarefor SGP99andclosedsymbolsaredatafrom SGP97.

Figure6: Scatterplot showingaverageESTARbrightnesstemperatureandaveragesoil moisturetE.t_the

Little WashitaRiver watershed.Opensymbolsarefor SGP99andclosedsymbolsaredatafrom SGP97.

Figure7: Scatterplot showingaverageESTARbrightnesstemperatureandaveragesoil moisturefor the

siteatEl Reno. Opensymbolsarefor SGP99andclosedsymbolsaredatafrom SGP97.
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Figure 1 The ESTAR flight lines during SGP99. The lines were flown in numerical

order beginning in the northwest corner with line I which was flown north-to-south.

Next was line 2 which was flown south-to-north
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Figure 2: Figure 2: ESTAR image for July 15, 1999. The rivers shown are from top to

bottom, the Arkansas River, the Cimarron River and the Canadian River. The rectangles

indicate the surface sites where measurements of soil moisture were made. They are (top

to bottom): Central Facility (CF), the ARS site at El Reno (ER) and the Little Washita

River watershed (LW). The rectangles are the areas used to compute the average ESTAR

brightness temperature.
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Figure 3: Sequence of ESTAR images from SGP99. Significant ran occurred on the
evening of July I0.
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Figure 4 Scatter plot showing average ESTAR brightness temperature and

average soil moisture for each of the three sites during SGP99 (CF = square;

LW = circle; ER = triangle).
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Figure 5: Scatter plot showing average ESTAR brightness temperature and

average soil moisture for the Central Facility. Open symbols are for SGP99 and

closed symbols are for SGP97.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot showing average ESTAR brightness temperature and

average soil moisture for the Little Washita River watershed. Open symbols are

for SGP99 and closed symbols are for SGP97.
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Figure 7: Scatter plot showing average ESTAR brightness temperature and

average soil moisture for the site at E1 Reno. Open symbols are for SGP99 and

closed symbols are data from SGP97.
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